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Abstract—Deep Reinforcement Learning (RL) experiments are
commonly performed in simulated environment, due to the
tremendous training sample demand from deep neural networks.
However, model-based Deep Bayesian RL, such as Deep PILCO,
allows a robot to learn good policies within few trials in the
real world. Although Deep PILCO has been applied on many
single-robot tasks, in here we propose, for the first time, an
application of Deep PILCO on a multi-robot confrontation game,
and compare the algorithm with a model-free Deep RL algorithm,
Deep Q-Learning. Our experiments show that Deep PILCO
significantly outperforms Deep Q-Learning in learning efficiency
and scalability. We conclude that sample-efficient Deep Bayesian
learning algorithms have great prospects on competitive games
where the agent aims to win the opponents in the real world, as
opposed to simulated applications.
Index Terms—Deep Learning in Robotics and Automation,
Multi-Robot Systems, Cooperating Robots, Deep Bayesian Re-
inforcement Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
DEEP Q-LEARNING (DQL) algorithms have been com-monly used in robotic control and decision making areas
ever since Mnih et al. first proposed the Deep Q-Network
framework [1]. Because DQL trained on samples generated
in the replay buffer without emulating a transition model, it
usually required tremendous trials to learn a specific task. As a
consequence, most applications were performed in simulated
environment. Lillicrap et al. and Gu et al. applied DQL to
the continuous control domain merely with simulations [2][3].
Rusu et al. learned to accomplish a real world robot manip-
ulation task by presenting progressive networks to bridge the
sim-to-real gap [4].
Compared to the model-free DQL, model-based RL algo-
rithms are more sample efficient so that they allow a robot
to learn good policies within fewer trials. By learning a
probabilistic or Bayesian transition model, this sample effi-
ciency can be further improved significantly [5][6][7][8]. Gal
et al. proposed a deep Bayesian model-based RL algorithm,
Deep PILCO, relying on a Bayesian neural network (BNN)
transition model [6]. It advanced the DQL algorithms used in
[2] and [3] in terms of number of trials by at least an order
of magnitude on the cart-pole swing benchmark task.
Till now, Deep PILCO has been applied on a number of
robotic tasks. Gamboa Higuera et al. improved Deep PILCO
by using random numbers and clips gradients, and applied it
for learning swimming controllers for a simulated 6 legged au-
tonomous underwater vehicle [9]. In [10], the authors learned
the specific task of a quadrotor and an RC car navigating an
a priori unknown environment while avoiding collisions using
Deep PILCO with bootstrap [11]. The advantages of Deep
PILCO in learning speed have been proven on simulations
and single-robot experiments.
Here we propose, for the first time in the real-world,
applications of Deep Learning and Deep Bayesian Learning
on a multi-robot confrontation game. Our experiments aimed
to solve the decision making problem of robots at the interna-
tional IEEE ICRA AI Challenge, a problem which was tackled
with a different approach in our previous work [12]. We
compare a Deep PILCO implementation to a Deep Q Learning
algorithm on this very same experiment. Our results prove
that Deep PILCO significantly outperformed DQL in learning
efficiency and scalability, and these results are discussed in
Section III. We conclude pointing to the advantages of Deep
Bayesian Reinforcement Learning implementations over Deep
Reinforcement Learning when implemented in the real world.
Fig. 1. Our combat arena used for the experiments. As we don’t modify the
position of the enemies during iterations, we use two plastic boxes (in black,
at the figure) to emulate their positioning, forcing our robots to use LiDAR
sensors to localize them.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Problem Definition
The real-world experiments were run using a robot man-
ufactured by DJI (Fig. 2). The robot’s different hardware
compositions sensed the environment and provided sensory
data for the experiment. LiDAR and IMU collected data for the
robot to localize both itself and the enemy robots in the map.
The camera helped detect the armors of the enemy robots,
which is essential to accomplish auto firing. Rasberry Pi and
TX2 are two computing units of the robot. The multi-robot
competitive problem was divided into several sub-modules as
shown in Fig. 3. LiDAR-based localization module and enemy
detection module transferred the Cartesian coordinates of the
robots to decision making module as inputs. For decision
making module, we ran RL algorithms to obtain a policy
search strategy. The strategy then generated a goal position
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2Fig. 2. Hardware of the adopted robot. It is capable of recognizing the enemy
through a combination of a LiDAR and a camera, both sensors sampled by a
TX2 and a Raspberry Pi.
for the robot based on the current circumstance and sent it to
the path planning module. Afterwards, path planning module
planned a feasible path on the map to let the robot arrive at the
goal position. In this paper, we focus on the implementation
details of the RL methods for the decision making module.
Decision Making
Path Planning
Localization Enemy DetectionLidar
Fig. 3. Main modules of the multi-robot competitive problem. We use Deep
PILCO and DQL algorithms to train a policy search strategy for the decision
making module.
To fulfill the Markovian property requirement of RL prob-
lems, we re-formulated the multi-robot competitive problem to
be a Markov Decision Process (MDP) as follows. The MDP
is composed of states, actions, transitions, rewards and policy,
which can be represented by a tuple < S,A, T,R, pi >.
• State: S is the state space which contains all possible
states. Considering the map of the arena is omniscient
and path planning module is independent to the RL
algorithm, we projected the 3-dimensional coordinate of
the robot (x, y, z) to a 1-dimensional coordinate (p),
where p represents the position on the map. As shown
in Fig. 4, the original map was divided into 30 strategic
areas in advance. The size of each area depended on
the appearing possibility of the robot during the match.
Following this treatment, the state can be denoted by a
tuple (pM , pEn , NE). pM represents the position of the
robot itself. pEn represents the positions of the enemy
robots, where n ∈ {1, 2} is the index of the enemy
robots. NE represents the number of detected enemy
robots discovered by the LiDAR-based enemy detection
function.
• Action:A is the action space which consists of the actions
the robot can take. For our problem, an action (pG) is the
next goal position for the robot.
• Transition: T (s′|s, a) is the transition distribution over
the next state s′, given the robot took the action a at the
state s.
• Reward: R(s) is the immediate reward function over state
s. For this experiment, the reward was computed merely
based on the number of visible enemy robots of the state
s.
R(s) =
{
0, s[NE ] 6= n (1a)
1, s[NE ] = n (1b)
where n is the target number of visible enemy robots.
• Policy: pi(a|s) is a probability distribution of all actions
under the state s. The action to be taken is given by the
policy based on the state.
Fig. 4. The original arena is divided into 30 strategic areas to discretize the
state space.
We executed both DQL and Deep PILCO with an episodic
implementation, so that the algorithm updated the policy after
every episode based on the episodic rewards. The episodic re-
ward was the sum of iteration rewards. Each episode consisted
of 10 iterations. During one iteration, the robot moved from
the current position to the goal position given by the action,
along the planned path.
3B. Experimental Design
We ran the experiments in two cases. The first case was
1v1 design, which meant there was only one robot against
one enemy robot, while the second case was 1v2 design, as
there were one robot against two enemy robots.
The enemy robots kept static at one place during each
episode. Therefore, we could just use boxes of similar sizes
with the robot to represent enemy robots, as shown in Fig. 1.
C. Experimental Methods
1) Deep Q-Learning: Q-Learning algorithms aim to solve
an MDP by learning the Q value function Q(s, a). Q(s, a) is
a state-action value function, which gives the expected future
return starting from a particular state-action tuple. The basic
idea is to estimate the optimal Q value function Q∗(s, a) by
using the Bellman equation as an update:
Q∗(s, a) = Es′ [r + γmax
a′
Q∗(s′, a′)|s, a]. (2)
Deep Q-Learning is a variant of Q-Learning algorithm, which
takes a deep convolutional neural network as a function
approximator for the Q value function where samples are
generated from the experience replay buffer. Note that Deep
Q-Learning is model-free: it solves the RL task directly using
samples from the emulator, without explicitly constructing an
estimate of the emulator (or transition model) [13].
Initialize with random 
rollout data
Learn dynamics model
Optimise policy model
Policy converge?
Stop learning
Execute policy, record 
data
yes
no
Fig. 5. Flow chart of the Deep PILCO algorithm.
2) Deep PILCO: Compared to model-free deep RL al-
gorithms, model-based RL allows higher sample efficiency,
which can be further improved with a probabilistic transition
model. Deep PILCO is a prominent example which utilizes a
Bayesian neural network (BNN) [14] to estimate the transition
model [6][9].
The algorithm can be summarized as follows: A policy
pis functional form is chosen from scratch, with randomly
chosen parameters φ . Then, Deep PILCO executes the current
policy on the real agents from current state until the time
horizon T . The new observations are recorded and appended
to the whole dataset, from which a new probabilistic transition
model (or more precisely, the model parameters of BNN) is
re-trained. Based on this probabilistic transition model, Deep
PILCO predicts state distributions from the current initial
state distribution p(X0) to p(XT ). In detail, the state input
and output uncertainty is encoded by using particle methods.
Provided with the multi-state distribution p(X0, ..., XT ), the
cumulative expected cost J(φ) is computed, with a user-
defined cost function. By minimizing this objective function
(using gradient decent method), a newly optimized policy piφ is
obtained. Note that here we defined the cost function opposite
to the reward: Cost(X) = 1−R(X).
3) Lidar-based Enemy Detection Function: We used a 2d
obstacle detection algorithm to extract obstacles information
from lidar data. Since we knew the map, we knew where the
walls are. If the center of a robot was inside a wall, we filtered
out this circle [12].
Fig. 6. The visualization LiDAR-based enemy detection algorithm. The
position of the plastic boxes (enemies) are shown in the two green circles.
III. RESULTS
We first compare the episodic rewards of DQL and Deep
PILCO. In order to reveal the learning trend, we also plot the
rolling mean rewards of six neighboring episodes for DQL. For
the 1v1 case, both algorithms learned optimal solutions after
training. In Fig. 7(a), we can see that Deep PILCO found the
solution within 11 episodes, much fewer than DQL, which
took around 90 episodes. Furthermore, the result of Deep
PILCO stayed maximal after the optimal moment, while the
result of DQL was more unsteady.
For the 1v2 case, the results of both algorithms fluctuated
more than in the 1v1 case, as shown in Fig. 7(b). While
the performance of Deep PILCO kept a similar number of
episodes when changing from the 1v1 case to the 1v2 case,
DQL failed to converge to an optimal solution even after 400
training episodes.
Considering the expensive training cost of real-world ex-
periments, we stopped the experiment after 400 episodes. To
eliminate the impact of the hyper parameters, we changed
the learning rate parameter of DQL algorithm and reran the
experiments, but DQL was still unable to find a stable optimal
solution, as we can see in Fig. 8. Higher learning rates are
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Fig. 7. Learning curves tracking the rewards over episodes. Deep PILCO and Deep Q-Learning were running with learning rate α = 0.001. (a) Training
rewards of DQL and Deep PILCO for 1v1 case. The red curve vanished earlier since Deep PILCO converged to the optimal reward within fewer training
episodes. (b) Training rewards of DQL and Deep PILCO for 1v2 case.
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Fig. 8. Training results of 3 different learning rate setup for Deep Q-Learning in 1v2 case. Empirically, learning rates with large values hinder the convergence
in DQL experiments. With that in mind we ran more trials with the smallest learning rate 0.001. Nonetheless, all three experiments fail to achieve a reasonably
high reward.
likely to lead to a performance breakdown [15]. For this
reason, we stopped the experiments earlier for the two higher
learning rates.
With regards to computation time, fewer training episodes
are not necessarily equivalent to shorter training time, since
each episode costs different clock time for DQL and Deep
PILCO. Consequently, we plot the same results in the reward-
versus-minute figures to compare the converging speed of
these two algorithms. Fig. 9 shows that in both 1v1 case and
1v2 case, Deep PILCO achieved the optimal point much faster
than DQL. It only took Deep PILCO less than one hour to find
an optimal solution.
After the training procedure, we evaluated the optimal
policies of DQL and Deep PILCO, and compared the episodic
rewards. Each testing experiment ran for only 1 episode. For
each case, we executed 10 tests and computed the average
episodic rewards. The histogram in Fig. 10 demonstrates that
in both 1v1 and 1v2 cases, Deep PILCO scored higher rewards
than DQL.
Fig. 11 displays the snapshots of our experiments with Deep
PILCO for 1v2 case. The four pictures show different phases
of the found optimal policy. We can see that our robot started
from the initial state, where it saw none of the enemy robots,
and finally navigated to an optimal position where it could see
two enemy robots at the same time. In the rest of the episode,
it stayed at the optimal position in order to achieve a highest
episodic reward.
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Fig. 9. Reward versus time comparison for 1v1 case and 1v2 case. For both algorithms, each episode contains 10 iterations, while each iteration costs about
10 seconds to run. With regards to the computation time, Deep PILCO takes approximately 1 minute per episode, while DQN takes 3 seconds per episode.
To sum up, the training time for Deep PILCO is 160 seconds per episode, and 103 seconds per episode for DQL.
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Fig. 10. Statistic results of Deep PILCO and Deep Q-Learning methods
for two test cases. One-episode tests were run for 10 times for each case.
Histogram shows the average episodic reward value for different metrics. Error
bars show the standard deviation.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Superiority of Deep Bayesian RL over Deep RL
The results of the experiments indicated that Deep Bayesian
RL surpassed Deep RL in both learning efficiency and learning
speed. This corroborates the findings of previous works in
[5] and [6] that, explicitly, incorporated model uncertainty
and temporal correlation into planning and control, enhancing
the sample efficiency and scalability. Although DQL required
much shorter computation time than Deep PILCO for each
iteration, the learning efficiency of the latter compensated that
cost. According to Moore’s law, the number of transistors on
a chip should double in each technology generation. With the
improvement on computer speed, both types of algorithms
will run faster, which will further improve the learning per-
formance in the real world. We presume that Deep Bayesian
RL algorithms will be much more superior to Deep RL in
terms of learning speed, on the basis of predictable advances
in computation hardware.
Note that while DQL didn’t perform well in the 1v2
case, with the original hyperparameters fine-tuned for other
applications in [13], Deep PILCO was still capable of learning
the best policy, without the extra effort of modifying hyper-
parameters, which were chosen for the basic cart-pole swing
up experiment in [9]. This finding suggests another advantage
of Deep PILCO as compared to DQL - it demands less work
than DQL to fine-tune hyperparameters every time we apply
it on a new kind of task. This property makes Deep PILCO
more flexible for various applications.
B. Effect of Random Rollouts in Deep PILCO
Observing the first few episodes of the training curves of
Deep PILCO in Fig. 7, we noticed that the initial reward
of 1v2 case was already much higher than that of 1v1
case. This implies that the initial random rollouts in 1v2
case explored more beneficial trajectories, so that the first
learned dynamics model was already expressive enough to
achieve a high reward. Nonetheless, there is no guarantee such
that a better initialization leads to faster learning. Likewise,
6Fig. 11. Snapshots of the real-world experiment for the 1 vs 2 situation. After about 15 training episodes, the robot found the optimal position to see the
two enemies simultaneously. During the episode that the reward is the highest, the robot started from the initial position, and then navigated to the optimal
place at the end of the first iteration. The robot stayed at the optimal place during the rest of the episode to get a maximal reward.
increasing the number of initial random rollouts also did not
enhance the performance evidently during our experiments,
which is consistent with the finding of Nagabandi et al.. In
their work which combines model predictive control (MPC)
and reinforcement learning [16], they evaluated various design
decisions, including the number of initial random trajectories,
for their model-based RL algorithm. They found that although
a higher amount of initial training data leads to higher initial
performance, low-data initialization runs were able to reach a
high final performance level as well, due to the reinforcement
data aggregation.
C. DQL’s Lack of Convergence Problem
As for the lack of convergence issue of DQL in 1v2 case
experiments, the basic function approximation idea of Q-
Learning could be a major factor, if not the only one, causing
the convergence failures. Recently, Fu et al. introduced a
unit testing framework to investigate the effect of function
approximation on convergence. They surprisingly found that
the function approximation rarely caused divergence in Q-
Learning algorithms, but only when the representational ca-
pacity of the function approximator is high [17]. Namely,
the network architecture should not be too small. Thus, we
suspect that utilizing a larger neural network architecture in
DQL could be helpful to address this issue.
D. Future Work
We suggest a promising field of research with more focus
on improvement in computation time of Deep Bayesian al-
gorithms. Actually, Chatzilygeroudis et al. have already found
that the algorithm can be faster when multi cores are available
if we replace the gradient-based optimization algorithm with a
parallel, black-box algorithm that takes into account the model
uncertainties. We suggest that Deep Bayesian methods may
perform even better if we combine Deep PILCO with their
work, called Black-DROPS [18].
Another potential future work is to replace the variational
inference method used in Deep PILCO by α-divergence min-
imization method with α = 0.5. While training the BNN
dynamics model, Deep PILCO updates the weight parame-
ters by minimizing a divergence between the exact posterior
distribution and an approximation, which is called variational
Bayes (VB) [19]. Running VB is equivalent to minimizing
α-divergence when α → 0. However, as Depeweg et al.
evaluated in their recent work [8], minimizing α-divergence
with α = 0.5 often produces better results than VB, reflected
in better test log-likelihood values.
V. CONCLUSION
We proposed a new application of Deep PILCO on a multi-
robot combat game. We further compared this Deep Bayesian
RL algorithm with the Deep Learning based RL algorithm,
DQL. Our results showed that Deep PILCO significantly out-
performs Deep Q-Learning in learning speed and scalability.
7We conclude that sample-efficient Deep Bayesian learning
algorithms have great prospects on competitive games where
the agent aims to win the opponents in the real world, as
opposed to simulated applications.
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